Hello Joanne,
Yes, I received your previous email. I had not yet bothered to answer it and I apologize for that. The
working life has resumed its course far too quickly, already leaving behind this magnificent adventure.
First of all, I want to thank you and the whole team for organizing our trip. But what an organization!
It was wonderful and beautiful. For both adults and children.

We enjoyed our first accommodation on Lake Naivasha. For the children it was magical with all these
animals in the wild. And what about GK our guide? Perfect, kind and very helpful. If one day we return
to Kenya, we hope to be able to go back a long way with him.

The great discovery was the Mara Bush Camp! It was just perfect! This camp surprised us all pleasantly.
The staff are really top and very smiling. I'll definitely be back one day. It's really my favorite of the trip.
I even think that Stéphane dreams of passing the milestone of these forty years.

We also discovered that there was another part in this camp. Maybe one day we will have the chance
to stay there.

Again, our guide Mulwa was perfect. Very smiling and with a lot of humor, we had a great time.

Then comes the seaside part and rest! Here too, beautiful landscapes and a wouaw ocean!

However, regarding the hotel for this part of the trip, if it were to be redone, I would rather choose a
smaller, more intimate hotel.
It is true that Swaili Beach is a 5-star hotel and indeed when you get there, it is very impressive and
imposes a lot. However, there are many people and it is clear that he has suffered a great deal from
this important passage. And although very beautiful, I wonder if it would not be interesting for you to
offer another type of accommodation for the coast. Finally, it's to meditate and it also depends on
tastes ...

Apart from this point, no false note for the preparation of our trip. The services you provide are more
than satisfying! Indeed, what you are proposing reaches a very high level of organization.
Congratulations.

Thank you for everything and good continuation
Lisette and company…

